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Sadržaj
• Big Bang kroz epohe evolucije svemira
• Eksperimentalne činjenice  & Big Bang
• Kozmološki princip & Friedmann-ova jednadžba
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Ouroboros – simbol jednistva
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Mi smo kreacije ovog svemira, tako da je priča o svemiru u 
osnovi i naša priča.



Što je kozmologija?

• Kozmologija je dio znanosti koji proučava 
svojstva svemira kao cjeline
– i to na velikoj prostornoj skali

• Kozmologija koristi znanstvenu metodu za
razumijevanje
– Nastanka svemira (?) 
– Evolucije
– Konačne sudbine

• Teorija o (nastanku?) (i) evoluciji svemira koja 
danas predvladava zove se 

Teorija Velikog praska
The Big Bang theory
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Provjere teorije Velikog praska

• Model velikog praska potvrđen 
je mnogim opažanjima

• Najvažniji među njima su
– Širenje svemira
– Količina lakih elemenata (H, He, Li) 

u svemiru 
– Kozmičko pozadinsko zračenje
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▶ Ova tri opažanja snažno podupiru hipotezu da je 
svemir evoluirao iz jako vrućeg i gustog plina
§ Plin nije imao izraženu strukturu



Provjere Velikog praska: širenje svemira
• Hubblov zakon:

1. Objekti u dubokom svemiru se udaljavaju od Zemlje
2. Brzina galaksija koje se udaljavaju od Zemlje proporcionalna je 

njihovoj udaljenost
Što su dalje udaljavaju se većim brzinama

• Ovaj zakon je prvi izveo Georges Lemaitre 1927.
– Izvod slijedi iz Opće teorije relativnosti
– Lemaitre je čak predložio i vrijednost konstante

• Koju danas zovemo Hubbleova konstanta
• 1929. godine Hubble je eksperimentalno potvrdio ovaj zakon

– I preciznije izmjerio konstantu
• Zakon u matematičkom obliku:  

v = H0D
– v = brzina galaksije
– Hubblova konstanta H0 = 71  km/s/Mpc
– D = udaljenost do galaksije
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FIGURE 2 3. 2 Electron- antielectron creation and annihilation. 
Reactions like these constantly converted photons to particles, and vice 
versa, in the early universe. 

energy. In order to conserve both energy and n1omentun1, 
an annihilation reaction must produce two photons instead 
of just one. 

Similar reactions can produce or destroy any particle-
a.n tiparticle pair, such as a proton and antiproton or a 
neutron and antineutron. The early universe therefore was 
filled with an extren1ely hot and dense blend of photons, 
n1atter, and antin1atter, converting furiously back and forth. 
Despite all these vigorous reactions, describing conditions in 
the early universe is straightfonvard, at least in principle. 
We sin1ply need to use the laws of physics to calculate the 
proportions of the various forn1s of radiation and matter at 
each moment in the universe's early history. The only diffi-
culty is our incon1plete understanding of the lavvs of physics. 

To date, physicists have investigated the behavior of 
matter and energy at temperatures as high as those that 
existed in the universe just one ten-billionth (10-10) of a 
second after the Big Bang, giving us confidence that we actu-
ally understand \.vhat \<Vas happening at that early n101nent in 
the history of the universe. Our understanding of physics is 
less certain under the inore extre1ne conditions that prevailed 
even earlier, but we do have so1ne ideas about what the 
universe \Vas like '"'hen it \<Vas a mere l o-38 second old, and 
perhaps a glin1n1er of 'llvhat it was like at the age of just 10-43 

second. These tiny fractions of a second are so sn1all that, for 
all practical purposes, \ve are studying the very 1non1ent of 
creation- the Big Bang itself. 

Fundamental Forces To understand the changes that 
occurred in the early universe, it helps to think in ten11s of 
forces. Everything that happens in the universe today is gov-
erned by four distinct forces: gravity, electromagnetism, the 
strong force, and the weak force [Section 54.2]. We have al-
ready encountered examp.les of each of these forces in action. 

Gravity is the most familiar of the four forces, provid-
ing the "glue" that holds planets, stars, and galaxies together. 
The electron1agnetic force, which depends on the electrical 
charge of a particle instead of its n1ass, is far stronger than 
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FIGURE 23.3 The four forces are distinct at low temperatures but 
may merge at very high tempera tures, such as those that prevailed 
during the first fraction of a second after the Big Bang. 

gravity. It is therefore the don1inant force between particles 
in aton1s and n1olecules, responsible for all chemical and 
biological reactions. Ho,.vever, the existence of both positive 
and negative electrical charges causes the electromagnetic 
force to lose out to gravity on large scales, even though both 
forces decline with distance by an inverse square law. Most 
large astronon1ical objects (such as planets and stars) are 
electricalJy neutral overall, n1a.king the electron1agnetic force 
uni1nportant on that scale. Gravity therefore becomes the 
dominant force for such objects, because n1ore n1ass ahvays 
n1eans n1ore gravity. 

The strong and weak forces operate only over extren1ely 
short distances, mal<ing them important within atomic nuclei 
but not on larger scales. The strong force binds atomic nuclei 
together [Section 14.2) . The weak force plays a crucial role 
in nuclear reactions such as fission and fusion, and it is the 
only force besides gravity that affects \Veakly interacting parti-
cles such as neutrinos or WIMPs (weakly interacting massive 
particles [Section 22.2)). 

Although the four forces behave quite differently fron1 
one another, \<Ve no\v believe that they are actually just d iffer-
ent aspects of a s111aller nun1ber of n1ore fundan1ental forces, 
probably only one or l\<VO (Figure 23.3). At the high ten1pera-
tures that prevailed in the early universe, the four forces \<Vere 
not as distinct as they are today. 

As an analogy, think about ice, liquid \vater, and water 
vapor. These three substances are quite different fron1 one 
another in appearance and behavior, yet they are just different 
phases of the single substance H20. Experin1ents have shown 
that the electron1agnetic and \.veak forces likewise behave 
differently because of the temperature. Under conditions of 
very high temperature or energy, they n1erge together into a 
single electroweak force. At even higher temperatures and 
energies, the elecb·oweak fo rce n1ay n1erge with the strong force 
and ultin1ately \<Vith gravity. Theories that predict the inerger of 
the electroweak and strong forces are called grand unified 
theories, or GUTs for short. The n1erger of the strong, weak, 
and electromagnetic forces is therefore often called the GUT 
force. Many physicists suspect that at even higher energies, 

Inflacija je raširila Svemir, dala mu je svugdje iste početne
uvjete, ali raširila fluktuacije – sjeme za područje veće i
manje gustoće u našem današnjem Svemiru. Inflacija je
možda ključ za razumijevanje je, iz čega su sve te čestice,
antičestice i zračenje prvi put nastali? inflacija je morala
prestati. inflacija se događa kada se polako kotrljate niz
potencijal, ali kada se konačno skotrljate u dolinu, inflacija
prestaje, pretvarajući tu energiju koja se oslobađa u
materiju, antimateriju i zračenje, stvarajući ono što znamo
kao Hot Big Bange.

the GUT force and gravity merge into a single "super force" 
that governs the behavior of everything. (Among the names 
you n1ay hear for theories linking all four forces are super-
symmetry, superstrings, and supergravity.) 

If these ideas are correct, then the universe was governed 
solely by the "super force" in the first instant after the Big 
Bang. As the universe expanded and cooled, the super force 
split into gravity and the GUT force, ·which then split further 
into the strong and electroweak forces. Ultimately, all four 
forces became distinct. As we'll see shortly, these changes in 
the fundamental forces probably occurred before the universe 
·was one ten-billionth of a second old. 

What is the history of the universe 
according to the Big Bang theory? 
The Big Bang theory- the scientific theory of the universe's 
earliest n1oments- is based on applying known and tested laws 
of physics to the idea that everything we see today began as an 
incredibly tiny, hot, and dense collection of 1natter and radia-
tion. The Big Bang theory describes how expansion and cooling 
of this uni1naginably intense mixture of particles and photons 
could have led to the present universe of stars and galaxies, and 
it explains several aspects of today's universe with in1pressive 
accuracy. We wiU discuss the evidence supporting the Big Bang 
theory later in this chapter. First, in order to help you under-
stand the significance of the evidence, vve'll examine the history 
of the universe according to this theory. 

To help n1ake sense of the universe's early history, \.Ye '"'ill 
divide it into a series of eras, or time periods, each distin-
guished fro1n the next by some major change in the physical 
conditions as the universe cools. As you can see in Figure 23.1, 
the ten1perature dropped extremely rapidly during the first 
second after the Big Bang. For example, vvhile the temperature 
was above 1032 K during the first instant of time, it had 
already dropped below 10 1° K by the time the universe was 
just l second old. Because the behavior of matter and energy 
depends on temperature, this enormous drop in temperature 
led to dran1atic changes in the universe. 

The rest of this section describes the conditions and tran -
sitions that marked the eras of the early universe. You'll find 
it useful to refer to the tin1eline shown in Figure 23.4 as you 
read along. Notice that the earliest eras are extre1nely brief 
because most of the key events in the early history of the 
universe occurred in a very short period of time. It will take 
you longer to read this chapter than it took the universe to 
progress through the first five eras we will discuss, by vvhich 
point the chemical composition of the universe had already 
been detennined. 

The Planck Era As we work our vvay back through time, 
we ultimately reach the limit of our current scientific ability 
to understand the physical conditions vvhen the universe \.Yas 
an incon1prehensibly young 10- 43 second old. This instant in 
tin1e is called the Planck tin1e after physicist Max Planck, one 
of the founders of the science of quantum mechanics. We 
refer to all times prior to the Planck time as the Planck era; 
that is, the Planck era represents the first 10- 43 second in the 
history of the universe. 

FIGURE 23.4 @ifo!.!MjMl!IJh. A timeline for the eras of the early 
universe. The only era not shown is the era of galaxies, which began with 
the birth of stars and galaxies when the universe was a few hundred 
million years old. 
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Današnji svemir je izgrađen od materije (a ne antimaterije). Morao
je postojati neki proces koji je stvorio nešto više čestica nego
antičestica (u iznosu od oko 1-na-1,000,000,000) iz početnog
simetričnog stanja, što je rezultiralo da naš vidljivi Svemir ima oko
1080 čestica materije i preostalih 1089 fotona.Kako se Svemir širi i
hladi, nestabilne čestice i antičestice se raspadaju, dok se parovi
materija-antimaterija anihiliraju, a fotoni se više ne mogu sudarati
pri dovoljno visokim energijama da bi stvorili nove parove čestica I
antičestica.







Dokazi u prilog Big Bang
• Teorija Velikog praska dobila je široko znanstveno

prihvaćanje iz dva ključna razloga:
• Predviđa da bi zračenje koje se počelo širiti svemirom na

kraju ”ere jezgri” trebalo biti prisutno i danas. 
• Zaista, nalazimo da je svemir ispunjen onim što

nazivamo kozmičkom mikrovalnom pozadinom (CMB). 
Njegove karakteristike se precizmo poklapaju s 
predviđanjima Big Bang modela.

• Predviđa da se dio izvornog vodika u svemiru trebao
stopiti u helij tijekom ere nukleosinteze. Promatranja
stvarnog sadržaja helija u svemiru blisko odgovaraju
količini helija predviđenoj teorijom Big Banga.



Povijest dokaza Big Banga
• 1965 Arno Penzias I Robert Wilson, mikrovalnom antenom otkrili sveprisutni

”šum”, prisutan i danju i noć i isti iz bilo kojeg smjera neba.

• Grupa na Princeton-u George Gamow, Ralph Alpher,
and Robert Herman  1948 je predvidila postojanje CMB zračenjeaFIGURE 23.6 Amo Penzias and Robert Wilson, discoverers of the 

cosmic microwave background, with the Bell Labs microwave antenna. 

nucleosynthesis. Observations of the actual helium content 
of the universe closely match the amount of helium 
predicted by the Big Bang theory. 

Let's take a closer look at this evidence, starting with the 
cosmic micro,vave background. 

How do we observe the radiation 
left over from the Big Bang? 
The first inajor piece of evidence supporting the Big Bang 
theory was announced in 1965. Arno Penzias and Robert 
Wilson, two physicists working at Bell Laboratories in Ne'"' 
Jersey, >vere calibrating a sensitive microwave antenna designed 
for satellite con11nunications (Figure 23.6). (Microwaves fall 
within the radio portion of the electron1agnetic spectru1n; 
see Figure 5.7.) Much to their chagrin, they kept finding unex-
pected "noise" in every measuren1ent they made with the 
antenna. 

Fearing that they were doing something wrong, Penzias 
and Wilson \<Vorked frantically to discover and eliminate all 
possible sources of background noise. They even clin1bed up 
on their antenna to scrape off pigeon droppings, on the off-
chance that these \Vere somehow causing the noise. No matter 
'"'hat they did, the microwave noise \<Vouldn't go away. The 
noise was the san1e no n1atter where they pointed their 
antenna, indicating that it can1e from all directions in the sky 
and ruling out the possibility that it came from any particular 
astrono1nical object or fron1 any place on Earth. En1barrassed 
by their inability to explain the noise, Penzias and Wilson 
prepared to "bury" their discovery about the noise at the end 
of a long scientific paper about their antenna. 

Meanwhile, physicists at nearby Princeton University were 
busy calculating the expected characteristics of the radiation 
left over from the heat of the Big Bang. They concluded that, 
if the Big Bang had really occurred, this radiation should be 
permeating the entire universe and should be detectable with 
a micro\vave antenna. On a fateful airplane trip home from 
an astronomical meeting, Penzias sat next to an astronomer 
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FIG 2 3. 7 @lfrb!ffiii!41!14". Photons (yellow squiggles) frequently 
collided with free electrons during the era of nuclei and thus could travel 
freely only after electrons became bound into atoms. This transition was 
something like the transition from a dense fog to clear air. The photons 
released at the end of the era of nuclei, when the universe was about 
380,000 years old, make up the cosmic microwave background. Precise 
measurements of these microwaves tell us what the universe was like at 
this moment in time. 

'"'ho told him of the Princeton calculations. The Princeton 
group soon n1et with Penzias and \<\Tilson to co1npare notes. 
The "noise" fron1 the Bell Labs antenna was not an en1bar-
rassment after all. Instead, it >vas the cosmic microwave back-
ground- and the first strong evidence that the Big Bang had 
really happened. Penzias and \<\Tilson received the 1978 Nobel 
Prize in physics for their discovery of the cosmic micro>vave 
background.* 

The cosmic n1icrowave background consists of photons 
arriving at Earth directly from the end of the era of nuclei, 
\<Vhen the universe >vas about 380,000 years old. Because neutral 
atoms finally could remain stable, they captured most of the 
electrons in the universe. With no 1nore free electrons to block 
then1, the photons from that epoch have flown unobstructed 
through the universe ever since (Figure 23.7). Therefore, >vhen 
we observe the cos1nic microwave background, we essentially 
are seeing back to a tin1e when the universe >Vas only 380,000 
years old. In that sense, we are seeing light from the most 
distant regions of the observable universe- only 380,000 light-
years from our cos1nological horizon [Section 20.3]. 

Surprisingly, it does not take a particularly powerful tele-
scope to "see" this radiation. In fact, you can pick it up >vi th 
an ordinary television antenna. If you set an antenna-fed 
television (that is, not cable or satellite TV) to a channel for 
\<Vhich there is no local station, you will see a screen full of 
static "snow." About 1 o/o of this static is due to photons in 
the cosn1ic n1icrowave background. Try it. If your friends 

' The dramatic story of the discovery of the cosmic microwave background is 
told in greater detail, along with much more scientific history, in Timothy 
Ferris's book, The Red Limit (New York: Quill, 1983 ). The possible existence of 
microwave radiation left over from the Big Bang was first predicted by George 
Gamow and his colleagues in the late l 940s, but neither Penzias and Wilson nor 
the Princeton group was aware of his work. 
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ask '\'hy you are watching nothing, tell them that you are 
actually '.Yatching the most incredible sight ever seen on .a 
television screen: the Big Bang, or at least as close to it as 
we'll ever get. 

The cosn1ic microwave background came fron1 the heat 
of the universe itself and therefore should have an essen -
tially perfect thermal radiation spectrum [Section 5.4]. 
When this radiation first broke free 380,000 years after the 
Big Bang, the te1nperature of the universe v,ras about 3000 K, 
not too different fro1n that of a red giant star's surface. The 
spectrun1 of the cosmic n1icrowave background therefore 
originally peaked in visible light, just like the thermal radia-
tion from a red star, "vith "vavelengths of a fe"'' hundred 
nano1neters. However, the universe has expanded by a factor 
of about 1000 since that tin1e, stretching the "vavelengths 
of these photons by the same amount [Section 20.3] . Their 
"vavelengths have therefore shifted to about a millimeter, 
squarely in the niicro,vave portion of the spectrum and 
corresponding to a temperature of a few degrees above 
absolute zero. 

In the early 1990s, a NASA satellite called the Cosmic 
Background Explorer (COBE) was launched to test these ideas 
about the cosmic n1icro,vave background. The results were 
a stunning success for the Big Bang theory. As shown in 
Figure 23.8, the cos1nic n1icrowave background does indeed 
have a perfect thern1al radiation spectrun1, \vith a peak corre-
sponding to a te1nperature of 2. 73 K. In a very real sense, the 
te111perature of the night sky is a frigid 3 degrees above 
absolute zero. 

S uppose the cosmic microwave background did not really come 
from'the heat of the universe itself but instead came from many 
individual stars and galaxies. Explain why, in that case, we would 
not expect it to have a perfect thermal radiation spectrum. How 
does""'the spectrum of the cosmic microwave background lend 
support to the Big Bang theory? 

COBE achieved an even greater success niapping the 
temperature of the cosmic micro,.Yave background in au 
directions. It was already known that the cosmic micro,.Yave 

The Steady State Universe 

Although the Big Bang theory enjoys wide acceptance among scien-
tists today, alternative ideas have been proposed and considered. 
One of the cleverest alternatives, developed in the late 1940s, was 
called the steady state universe. This hypothesis accepted the fact 
that the universe is expanding but rejected the idea of a Big Bang, 
instead postulating that the universe is infinitely old. The steady 
state hypothesis may seem paradoxical at first: If the universe has 
been expanding forever, shouldn't every galaxy be infinitely far away 
from every other galaxy? Proponents of the steady state universe 
answered by claiming that new galaxies continually form in the gaps 
that open up as the universe expands, thereby keeping the same 
average distance between galaxies at all times. In a sense, the steady 
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FIGURE 23.8 This graph shows the spectrum of the cosmic 
m icrowave background recorded by NASA's COBE satelli te. A theo-
retically calculated thermal radiation spectrum (smooth curve) for a 
temperature of 2.73 K perfectly fi ts the data (dots). This excellent fit 
is important evidence in favor of the Big Bang theory. 

background is extraordinarily uniforn1 throughout the 
universe. Conditions in the early universe must have been 
extremely uniform to produce such a s1nooth radiation field. 
For a time, this uniforn1ity '<Vas considered a strike against 
the Big Bang theory because, as we discussed in Chapters 21 
and 22, the universe 111ust have contained some regions of 
enhanced density in order to explain the formation of galax-
ies. The COBE 1neasure1nents restored confidence in the Big 
Bang theory because they showed that the cosn1ic microwave 
background is not quite perfectly uniforn1. Instead, its temper-
ature varies very slightly fro1n one place to another by a few 
parts in 100,000.* 

More recently, NASA's v\filkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
Probe (VlMAP) has provided even more dramatic confirma-
tion of these temperature variations, with a n1ap of the cosmic 
microwave background released in 2003 and updated in 2006 

*Earth's motion (such as our orbit around the Sun and the Sun's orbit around 
the center of the ga laxy) means that we are moving relative to the cosmic 
microwave background radiation. We therefore see a slight blueshift (about 
0.12%) in the direction we're moving and a slight redshift in the opposite direc-
tion. V\1e must first subtract these effects before analyzing the temperature of the 
background radiation. 

state hypothesis said that the creation of the universe is an ongoing 
and eternal process rather than one that happened all at once with 
a Big Bang. 

Two key discoveries caused the steady state hypothesis to lose 
favor. First, the 1965 discovery of the cosmic microwave background 
matched a prediction of the Big Bang theory but was not adequately 
explained by the steady state hypothesis. Second, a steady state 
universe should look about the same at all tin1es, but observations 
niade with increasingly powerful telescopes during the last half-
century show that galaxies at great distances look younger than nearby 
galaxies. As a result of these predictive failures, most astrono1ners no 
longer take the steady state hypothesis seriously. 
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COBE

Idealan spektar crnog tijela



CMB ipak nije uniforman (sreća za nas)
1900-tih COBE izmjerio CMB preko cijelog neba, 
precizno izmjerio temperature u različitim 
smjerovima i našao da spektar ipak nije perfektno 
uniforman.

U svemiru postoje područja koja su gušća ili rjeđa 
od prosjeka, temperatura varira od mjesta do 
mjesta za 10-5 K.

2000-tih WMAP i  Planck detektori još preciznije i 
detaljnije izmjerili CMB i potvrdili da gustoća 
varira od mjesta do mjesta.

Područja veće gustoće su sjeme iz kojeg nastaju 
galaksije uslijed gravitacije.

CMB mjerenje pokazuju neunifiormnosti u 
gustoću 1/100 000. Detaljni računi pokazuju da bi 
nastale galaksije neuniformnosti u gustoći moraju  
biti znatno veće od 1/100 000 ? Ima još nešto u 
svemir. Tamna materija (uz CMB i rotacijske 
krivuljr galaksija na to upućuju)

WIMP (kandidati za tamnu materiju) ne utječu na 
CMB ali svojom gravitacijom potpomažu 
formiranje nakupina barionske materije koja ima 
interakciju s CMB fotonima. Područja malo 
povećane gustoće koje detektira CMB odražavaju 
područja znatno veće gustoće uslijed nakupine 
WIMP u tom području.

Detaljno modeliranje temperaturnih varijacija 
pokazuje konzistentnost s područjima povećane 
gustoće zbog tamne materije koja je potrebna da 
bi se objasnila današnja struktura svemira.



CMB – fluktuacije temperature 

Svemir ravan – račun pokazuje da 
najveće temperaturne varijacije 
očekujemo između područja čija 
je kutna udaljenost oko 1o

Daje odgovor o geometriji svemira, starosti svemira i sastavu svemira.
Analizom spektra CMB se nalaze svi relevantni parametri Big Bang modela svemira



Kvantne fluktuacije gustoće energije u ranom svemiru raširila je inflacija i
uzrokovala varijacije u gustoći koje vidimo u CMB.
Područja pojačane gustoće su sjeme iz kojih je nastala galaksije 



Kako produkcija lakih elementa podupire BB
• Opažanja: ¼ mase barionske materije je zbog He (naša galaksija – 28% 

mase opada na He, nema galaksije u kojoj je doprinos mase He manji
od 25%

• Fuzija u zvijezdama može proizvesti oko 10% He
• Većina He u svemiru morala je biti prisutna u protogalaktičkom oblaku

iz kojeg su nastale galaksije.
• Svemir je mora biti dvolojno vruć za fuziju vodika u helij
• Trenutna temperature od 2.73 K CMB omogućuje nam da precizno

izračunamo koliko je svemir bio vruć u dalekoj prošlosti te egzaktno
predvidimo koliko je udio mase He.

• Procesi tijekom nukleosinteze BBN (koja završava 5 minuta nakon BB):
§ @  T> 1011K,  n ⇆ p, broj netrona i protona je u ravnoteži
§ Kako se svemir hladi n ⇆ p, konverzija favorizira protone (mn>mp) @ T<1011 K 

energija za proizvodnju neutrona nije dostupna
§ Reakcija koja n→p se nesmetano odvija i oslobađa se energija, tako da 

opadanje temperature zbog širenja svemira ne utječe na raspada neutrona u 
proton

§ @T< 1010 K broj protona postaje veći od broja neutrona



Big Bang nukleosinteza (BBN)
• Kroz sljedećih nekoliko minuta svemir je 

dovoljno vruć i gust da podržava nuklearnu 
fuziju neutrona I protona u deuterij

• Odvija se i fuzija  deuterija u helij, ali i fotoni 
(gama zrake) razbijau helij (helij se 
proizvodi i disocira)

• Fuzija stvorila He kojeg danas opažamo kad 
temperature padne toliko da fotoni nemaju 
dovoljno energije da disocirju He  ( svemir 
star 1 cca. Minuta)

• Račun pokazuje @ t ≈ 1 min omjer p/n ≈ 7
• 1/7 je kao 2/14;  Ima 12 jezgri vodika (p)  na 

jednu jezgru He. 
• Omjer mase H prema masi He je 12/4 

odnosno 75 % (masa -p) 25 % (4He)
• BBN daje jednoznačnu predikciju 

kemijskog sastava ranog svemira koja je 
potvrđena opažanjem.

F 1 GU RE 2 3. g !Clifri.i!N@*"'- This all-sky map shows tempera ture 
differences in the cosmic microwave background measured by WMAP. 
The background temperature is about 2.73 K everywhere, but the 
brighter regions of this picture are slightly less than 0.0001 K hotter 
than the darker regions-indicating that the early universe was very 
slightly lumpy at the end of the era of nuclei. We are essentially seeing 
what the universe was like at the surface marked "380,000 years" in 
Figure 23.5. Gravity later drew matter toward the centers of these 
lumps, forming the structures we see in the universe today. 

and 2008 (Figure 23.9). These variations in ten1perature indi-
cate that the density of the early universe really did differ 
slightly from place to place. The seeds of structure formation 
were indeed present during the era of nuclei. 

The discovery of density enhancements bolstered the idea 
that some of the dark matter consists of WIMPs that '"'e have 
not yet identified [Section 22.2] and that the gravity of this 
dark matter drove the forn1ation of structure in the universe. 
Regions of enhanced density can grow into galaxies because 
the extra gravity in these regions dra,.vs inatter together even 
while the rest of the universe expands. The greater the density 
enhancements, the faster matter should have collected into 
galaxies. 

Detailed calculations show that, to explain the fact that 
galaxies fonned within a few billion years, the density enhance-
n1en ts at the end of the era of nuclei niust have been signifi -
cantly greater than the few parts in 100,000 suggested by the 
te1nperature variations in the cosmic microwave background. 
Because WIMPs are weakly interacting and do not interact 
at all '"'ith photons, \Ve do not expect them to influence the 
temperature of the cosmic microwave background directly. 
However, the gravity of the WIMPs can collect ordinary bary-
onic niatter into clun1ps that do interact with photons. The 
small density enhancements detected by microwave telescopes 
therefore appear to echo much larger density enhancements 
n1ade up of WIMPs. Careful n1odeling of these ten1perature 
variations shows that they are consistent \.vith dark-n1atter 
density enhancements large enough to account for the struc-
ture '"'e see in the universe today. 

How do the abundances of elements 
support the Big Bang theory? 
The discovery of the cosn1ic micro\.vave background in 1965 
quickly solved another long-standing astronomical problem: 
the origin of cosmic helium. Everywhere in the universe, about 
one-quarter of the n1ass of ordinary n1atter (not including dark 
niatter) is heliun1. The Milky Way's heliun1 fraction is about 
28o/o, and no galaxy has a helium fraction lower than 25o/o. A 
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small proportion of this helium comes from hydrogen fusion in 
stars, but most does not: Fusion of hydrogen to helium in stars 
could have produced only about 10% of the observed heliun1. 

The niajority of the heliun1 in the universe niust already 
have been present in the protogalactic clouds that preceded 
the formation of galaxies. In other >vords, the universe itself 
niust once have been hot enough to fuse hydrogen into 
helium. The current micro\.vave background temperature of 
2.73 K tells us precisely how hot the universe \.vas in the distant 
past and exactly how inuch heliun1 it should have n1ade. 
The result-25% heliun1- is another impressive success of 
the Big Bang theory. 

Helium Formation In the Early Universe In order to 
see why 25% of ordinary niatter became heliu1n, we need to 
understand \.vhat protons and neutrons were doing during 
the 5-minute era of nucleosynthesis. Early in this era, when 
the universe's te1nperature was 10 11 K, nuclear reactions could 
convert protons into neutrons, and vice versa. As long as the 
universe remained hotter than 1011 K, these reactions kept 
the numbers of protons and neutrons nearly equal. But as the 
universe cooled, neutron -proton conversion reactions began 
to favor protons. 

Neutrons are slightly more massive than protons, and 
therefore reactions that convert protons to neutrons require 
energy to proceed (in accordance '"'ith E = mc2). As the 
temperature fell below 1011 K, the required energy for 
neutron production '"'as no longer readily available, so the 
rate of these reactions slowed. In contrast, reactions that 
convert neutrons into protons release energy and thus are 
unhindered by cooler temperatures. By the time the tempera-
ture of the universe fell to 101° K, protons began to outnum-
ber neutrons because the conversion reactions ran only in one 
direction. Neutrons changed into protons, but the protons 
didn't change back. 

For the next few n1inutes, the universe was still hot and 
dense enough for nuclear fusion to take place. Protons and 
neutrons constantly combined to form deuterium- the rare 
fonn of hydrogen nuclei that contains a neutron in addition 
to a proton- and deuteriu1n nuclei fused to fonn heliun1 
(Figure 23.10). Ho\.vever, during the early part of the era 
of nucleosynthesis, the helium nuclei were almost i1nmedi-
ately blasted apart by one of the inany gam1na rays that 
filled the universe. 

Step 1 
Proton and 
neutron fuse 
to form a 
deuterium 
nuc leus. 

Step2 
Two deuterium 
nuclei fuse 
to make 
hydrogen-3. 

Step3 
Hydrogen-3 
fuses with 
deuterium 
to c reate 
helium-4. 

<IJ photon I 
f / ' ;::,....:\ ,,,, t. :::,....: 

Key: 
neutron 

_, proton 

FIG u RE 2 3 .1 o During the 5-minute-long era of nucleosynthesis, 
virtually all the neutrons in the universe fused with protons to form 
helium-4. This figure illustrates one of several possible reaction pathways. 
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FIG u RE 2 3 .11 Calculations show that protons outnumbered 
neutrons 7 to 1, which is the same as 14 to 2, during the era of nucle-
osynthesis. The result was 12 hydrogen nuclei (individual protons) for 
each helium nucleus. Thus, the hydrogen-to-helium mass ratio is 12 to 
4, which is the same as 75°/o to 25010. The agreement between this 
prediction and the observed abundance of helium is important evidence 
in favor of the Big Bang theory. 

of these reactions led nowhere. In particular, fusing two 
heliun1 -4 nuclei results in a nucleus that is unstable and 
falls apart in a fraction of a second, as does fusing a proton 
to a heliuin-4 nucleus. 

A few reactions involving hydrogen-3 (also known as 
tritium) or heliun1-3 can create long-lasting nuclei. For exam-
ple, fusing heliutn-4 and hydrogen-3 produces lithiutn-7. 
However, the contributions of these reactions to the overall 
composition of the universe were n1inor because hydrogen-3 
and helium-3 were so rare. Models of element production 
in the early universe show that, before the cooling of the 
universe shut off fusion entirely, such reactions generated 
only trace amounts of lithiun1, the next heavier element after 
helium. Aside from hydrogen, helium, and lithium, all other 
elen1ents were forged much later in the nuclear furnaces of 
stars. (Berylli un1 and boron, which are heavier than lithium 
but lighter than carbon, \.Vere created later when high-energy 
particles broke apart heavier nuclei that fanned in stars.) 

The Density of Ordinary Matter Calculations niade 
with the Big Bang model allow scientists to estimate the den-
sity of ordinary (baryonic) 1natter in the universe from the ob-
served an1ount of deuteriun1 in the universe today. Ren1ember 
that, during the era of nucleosynthesis, protons and neutrons 
first fused into deuterium and the deuteriu1n nuclei then fused 
into heliun1. The fact that some deuteriu1n nuclei still exist in 
the universe indicates that this process stopped before all the 
deuterium nuclei were used up. The amount of deuterium in 
the universe today therefore tells us about the density of pro-
tons and neutrons (baryons) during the era of nudeosynthe-
sis: The higher the density, the more efficiently fusion w·ould 
have proceeded. A higher density in the early universe \.Vould 
have therefore left less deuterium in the universe today, and a 
lower density would have left niore deuteriun1. 

Observations sho\.v that about one out of every 40,000 
hydrogen ato1ns contains a deuterium nucleus- that is, a 
nucleus with a neutron in addition to its proton. Calculations 
based on this deuteriun1 abundance sho\.v that the density of 
ordinary (baryonic) matter in the universe is about 4o/o of the 
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FIGURE 23.12 This graph shows how the measured abundances 
of deuterium, helium-3, and lithium-7 lead to the conclusion that the 
density of ordinary matter is about 40/o of the critical density. The three 
horizontal swaths show measured abundances; the thickness of each 
swath represents the range of uncertainty in the measurements. (The 
upper edge of the blue swath indicates the upper limit on the helium-3 
abundance; a lower limit has not yet been established.) The three 
curves represent models based on the Big Bang theory; these curves 
show how the abundance of each type of nucleus is expected to 
depend on the density of ordinary matter in the universe. Notice that 
the predictions (curves) match up with the measurements (horizontal 
swaths) only in the gray vertical strip, which represents a density of 
about 40/o of the critical density. 

critical density (Figure 23.12). (Recall that the critical density 
is the density required if the expansion of the universe is to 
stop and reverse son1eday [Section 22.4].) Similar calculations 
based on the observed abundance of lithiu1n and heliun1-3 
support this conclusion, adding to our confidence in the Big 
Bang n1odel. 

These results also lead to an astonishing prediction about 
the nature of dark matter. Recall that the overall density of 
the universe appears to be close to 250/o of the critical density 
[Section 22.4]. Because this is about six times as large as the 
4o/o of critical density that we find for ordinary 1natter, we 
conclude that the universe contains about six tin1es as nluch 
extraordinary (nonbaryonic) dark niatter as it does ordinary 
(baryonic) n1atter. Unless we are missing something funda-
n1ental in our understanding of all these issues, the Big Bang 
n1odel predicts that extraordinary (nonbaryonic) dark nlatter 
such as WlMPs constitutes the majority of the universe's 
n1ass. That is why most astronomers think that dark n1atter 
consists 111ostly of WIMPs, and why nlany scientists are 
actively trying to find '"'ays to detect vVIMPs and learn about 
their properties. 

r-= T H I N K A B 0 lJ T I I 

T he iaeas just discussed point to an amazing fact: Althovgh we 
have ye\ to discover any WIMPs, we suspect they dominate the 
total mass of ):he universe. Briefly explain how this is possible, and 
comment on how confident we can be that WIMPs make up the 
bulk-of dark matter. 

Bravo Bing Bang
👏👏👍👍😊🥂
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neutrons 7 to 1, which is the same as 14 to 2, during the era of nucle-
osynthesis. The result was 12 hydrogen nuclei (individual protons) for 
each helium nucleus. Thus, the hydrogen-to-helium mass ratio is 12 to 
4, which is the same as 75°/o to 25010. The agreement between this 
prediction and the observed abundance of helium is important evidence 
in favor of the Big Bang theory. 

of these reactions led nowhere. In particular, fusing two 
heliun1 -4 nuclei results in a nucleus that is unstable and 
falls apart in a fraction of a second, as does fusing a proton 
to a heliuin-4 nucleus. 

A few reactions involving hydrogen-3 (also known as 
tritium) or heliun1-3 can create long-lasting nuclei. For exam-
ple, fusing heliutn-4 and hydrogen-3 produces lithiutn-7. 
However, the contributions of these reactions to the overall 
composition of the universe were n1inor because hydrogen-3 
and helium-3 were so rare. Models of element production 
in the early universe show that, before the cooling of the 
universe shut off fusion entirely, such reactions generated 
only trace amounts of lithiun1, the next heavier element after 
helium. Aside from hydrogen, helium, and lithium, all other 
elen1ents were forged much later in the nuclear furnaces of 
stars. (Berylli un1 and boron, which are heavier than lithium 
but lighter than carbon, \.Vere created later when high-energy 
particles broke apart heavier nuclei that fanned in stars.) 

The Density of Ordinary Matter Calculations niade 
with the Big Bang model allow scientists to estimate the den-
sity of ordinary (baryonic) 1natter in the universe from the ob-
served an1ount of deuteriun1 in the universe today. Ren1ember 
that, during the era of nucleosynthesis, protons and neutrons 
first fused into deuterium and the deuteriu1n nuclei then fused 
into heliun1. The fact that some deuteriu1n nuclei still exist in 
the universe indicates that this process stopped before all the 
deuterium nuclei were used up. The amount of deuterium in 
the universe today therefore tells us about the density of pro-
tons and neutrons (baryons) during the era of nudeosynthe-
sis: The higher the density, the more efficiently fusion w·ould 
have proceeded. A higher density in the early universe \.Vould 
have therefore left less deuterium in the universe today, and a 
lower density would have left niore deuteriun1. 

Observations sho\.v that about one out of every 40,000 
hydrogen ato1ns contains a deuterium nucleus- that is, a 
nucleus with a neutron in addition to its proton. Calculations 
based on this deuteriun1 abundance sho\.v that the density of 
ordinary (baryonic) matter in the universe is about 4o/o of the 
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FIGURE 23.12 This graph shows how the measured abundances 
of deuterium, helium-3, and lithium-7 lead to the conclusion that the 
density of ordinary matter is about 40/o of the critical density. The three 
horizontal swaths show measured abundances; the thickness of each 
swath represents the range of uncertainty in the measurements. (The 
upper edge of the blue swath indicates the upper limit on the helium-3 
abundance; a lower limit has not yet been established.) The three 
curves represent models based on the Big Bang theory; these curves 
show how the abundance of each type of nucleus is expected to 
depend on the density of ordinary matter in the universe. Notice that 
the predictions (curves) match up with the measurements (horizontal 
swaths) only in the gray vertical strip, which represents a density of 
about 40/o of the critical density. 

critical density (Figure 23.12). (Recall that the critical density 
is the density required if the expansion of the universe is to 
stop and reverse son1eday [Section 22.4].) Similar calculations 
based on the observed abundance of lithiu1n and heliun1-3 
support this conclusion, adding to our confidence in the Big 
Bang n1odel. 

These results also lead to an astonishing prediction about 
the nature of dark matter. Recall that the overall density of 
the universe appears to be close to 250/o of the critical density 
[Section 22.4]. Because this is about six times as large as the 
4o/o of critical density that we find for ordinary 1natter, we 
conclude that the universe contains about six tin1es as nluch 
extraordinary (nonbaryonic) dark niatter as it does ordinary 
(baryonic) n1atter. Unless we are missing something funda-
n1ental in our understanding of all these issues, the Big Bang 
n1odel predicts that extraordinary (nonbaryonic) dark nlatter 
such as WlMPs constitutes the majority of the universe's 
n1ass. That is why most astronomers think that dark n1atter 
consists 111ostly of WIMPs, and why nlany scientists are 
actively trying to find '"'ays to detect vVIMPs and learn about 
their properties. 

r-= T H I N K A B 0 lJ T I I 

T he iaeas just discussed point to an amazing fact: Althovgh we 
have ye\ to discover any WIMPs, we suspect they dominate the 
total mass of ):he universe. Briefly explain how this is possible, and 
comment on how confident we can be that WIMPs make up the 
bulk-of dark matter. 

Ovaj grafikon pokazuje kako izmjerene količine deuterija, helija-3 i litija-7 dovode do zaključka da je gustoća
obične materije oko 4 % kritične gustoće. Tri horizontalna pojasa pokazuju izmjerenu količinu (debljina
svakog predstavlja raspon nesigurnosti u mjerenjima). (Gornji rub plave trake označava gornju granicu
količine helija-3; donja granica još nije utvrđena). Tri krivulje predstavljaju modele temeljene na teoriji Big 
Bang; ove krivulje pokazuju kako očekivana brojnost svake vrste jezgre ovisi o gustoći obične materije u 
svemiru. Primijetite da se predviđanja (krivulje) podudaraju s mjerenjima (horizontalni pojasevi) samo u 
sivoj okomitoj traci, koja predstavlja gustoću od oko 4 % kritične gustoće.

Opažanja pokazuju
da samo 1 od 40 000
jezgri vodika je izotop
deuterij.
Proračun temeljen na
prisutnosti deutrija
pokazuje da je gustoća
obične barionske
materije čini oko 4 %
kritične gustoće.
PS. Malo kasnije o
kritičnoj gustoći

Zašto svemir nije
proizveo teže elemente?



Sastav svemira danas



Expanding Universe and the Big Bang
Hubble’s law

vexpansion = H0 ´ distance

Hubble’s constant

H0 = h 100 km s-1 Mpc-1

Measured value

h = 0.72 ± 0.04

Expansion age of the universe

t0 » H0
-1 » 14 ´ 109 years

1 Mpc = 3.26 ´ 106 lyr

= 3.08 ´ 1024 cm

Edwin
Hubble





Hubblova tenzija



Kozmološki princip – homogenost i izotropnost

• Svemir izgleda isto opažan iz bilo koje točke  
(homogen) i  u bilo kojem smjeru (izotropan)

24

Razumna i moćna pretpostavka, koja
pojednostavljuje matematički/fiziklani
model evolucije svemira



Friedmann equation (1922)
§ Fridmann-ova jednadžba  opisuje   širenje 

svemira:

§ r – fizikalma udaljenost; r=a(t)x
§ x- comoving koordinate                                 

(fiksne dx/dt=x=0)
§ a(t) –cosmic scale factor
§ k - konstanta za dani svemir
§ r - gustoća svemira
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Geometrija  svemira
• Gravitacija  je posljedica geometrije svemira – zakrivljenosti 

prostor-vremena
• Zakrivljenost prostorvremena je definirana gustoćom 

materije (tvar + energija)
• k – povezan s energijom,  k- mjeri zakrivljenost prostor 

vremena.
k=1k=0 k =-1

Homogenost svemira znači i da je zakrivljenost u bilo kojoj  točki 
ista. Samo tri prostora mogu imati  homogenu zakrivljenost.                                              
(Parabola i elipsa nemaju svugdje istu zakrivljenost)



Jednadžba fluida 
§ To solve Friedmann equation we need to know density 

of staff in the Universe, r(t)=? r(a)=?
§ From fisrt law of thermodynamics  dE+pdV=TdS
§ V=(4p/3)a3, dV=4pa2 

§ E=mc2 = E=(4p/3) a3 r c2

§ dS=0, reversible adiabatic expansion

§ Fluid equation which just specify 
what is going with r when the pressure is known.

§ p=p(r) – equation of state
§ When we know p=p(r) Friedmann and fluid eqaution 

are all we need to describe the evolution of the 
Universe 
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Akceleracijska jednadžba 
• Kombiniranje Friedmannove jednadžbe i jednadžbe fluid dobije se 

akceleracijska  jednadžba:

• a - druga derivacija po vremene govori koilak je akceleracija scale faktor. 
Scale faktor a nema jedinica, na jedinica za prvu derivaciju po vremenu  
(da/dt) tj. a je (1/s) a za drugu derivaciju po vremenu (1/s2)

• Uočite da ako materija ima neki tlak da to povećava  gravitacijsku silu  i
doprinosi usporavanju širenja svemira.  Iz gornje jednadžbe je razvidno da 
kad bi postajala  neka tvar  u svemiru čiji je tlak negativan to bi doprinosilo 
ne privlačnoj već odbojnoj sili tj. širenju svemira. Ako su svi članovi na desnoj 
strani jednadžbe negativni (a to će  biti za slučaj kad su tlak i gustoća  
pozitivni)  onda  je druga derivacija scale faktora po vremenu negativna a 
što ukazuje da se širenje usporava.

• Kad bi postajala ”materija” u svemiru čiji je tlak negativan ta bi komponenta 
doprinijela ubrzavanju širenju a ne usporavanju … (kozmološka konstanta)
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Rješenje jednadžbe svemira a(t) 
§ Rješenja jednadžbi za dva slučaja:

§ Sastavom svemira dominita materija (nerelativističke čestice,  imaju
tlak p=0 iz za k=0, ravan svemir, rešenja su: 

ρ(t)=ρo/a3;  a(t)=(t/to)2/3; H=2/(3t) (ρo – trenutna gustoća sada)

§ Sastavom svemira dominira zračenje, uz gustoći ρ imamo tlak p=rc2/3, 
reješenje su za k=0:
ρ(t)=ρo/a4; a(t)=(t/to)1/2; H=1/(2t)

§ Svemir se širi sporije kad je dominantna sastavnica svemira zračenje (tada
gravitaciji ne doprinosi samo gustoća (masa) već I tlak.

§ Opći slučaj: r = rmat+rrad
§ Gustoća zračenja opada brže od materije, tako svemir koji dominira 

zračenje nakon nekog vremena, malo koliko bila mala komponenta 
materije, na kraju ipak  sastavom svemira će u nekom trenutku početi 
dominirati materija, kao je i slučaj sada za naš svemir
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Scale faktor vs. vrijeme
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Svemir -mješavina materije i zračenja

a (t) ~  t1/2 

a (t) ~  t2/3

Kad materija postane
dominantna sastavnica
svemira, brzina širenje
svemira se poveća te
gutoća brže opada s
vremenom



Evolucija svemira i zakrivljenost prostor vremena

k<0

k=0

k >0, H može biti nula? 
H = ( &a

a
)2 = 8πG

3
ρ −
kc 2

a 2

Svemir se širi sve sporije
i sporije, a → 0

a ～ t, svemir se širi sve brže
a – ne teži 0, 

kolaps, Big Crunch



Opažačka kozmologija
§ Bing Bang model ne daje jedinstven opis našeg sadašnjeg svemira. 

Definira parametre modela koji se moraju odrediti promatranjem 
kako bi se odlučilo koja verzija modela najbolje opisuje naš Svemir.

§ Prirodno je prvo  izmjeriti  trenutnu vrijednost Hubblovog
parametera (H0 – sada),  preko relacije Ho=v/r

§ Potrebmo je izmjeriti brzinu v –kojom se udaljavaju galaksije i 
udaljenost  galaksije r

§ Brzina v se dobije iz pomaka prema crvenom
§ Udaljenost r – znatno zahtjevnije preko ”standardnih svijeća” SNIa
§ Hubblov paremeyat se često izražava ovako:                                                                                          

H=  v/r=100 h ((km/s)/Mpc, 
§ Danas ( h=0,68 – 0,74) Hubble tension
§ Galaksija udaljena 100 Mpc (330 milijuna l.y.) udalajava se od nas 

brzinom of 68 000(74 000) km/s
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Hubblova tenzija

Ispravnije je koristiti Hubble-ov parametar



Kritična gustoća

H 2 = ( &a
a
)2 = 8πG
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ρc (t ) =
3H 2

8πG

rc=1,88 h2 x10-26 kg/m3

=2,78 h-1 1011 M¤/(h-1Mpc)3

• Za danu vrijednost H i uz pretpostavku da je 
svemir ravan (k=0) možemo naći kritičnu 
gustoću ρc ( G=6.67x10-11 m3 kg-1 s-2):

• Kritična gustoća je oko 6 - 7 atoma vodika po 
metru kubnom (mp=1.67x10-27 kg) (Napomena: 
za slučaj da je svemir ravan i da je H precizno 
izmjeren)



Parametar gustoće W
• Friedmannova jednadžba (Big Bang model) ne daje jednoznačan

opis evolucije svemira, već je potrebno opažanjem izmjeriti, H –
parameter koji opisuje širenje svemira i ρ – sastav svemira

• Uobičajena je praksa definirati kozmološki model preko nekoliko
parametara koji  se mogu mjeritii tako odlučiti koji kozmološki
model najbolje opisuje naš svemir.  

• Koji su to parametri
– Hubbleov parameter (?) H= 100 h km/(sMpc), h=0,72±0,08

rc=1,88 h2 x10-26 kg/m3 – kritična gustoća

Density parameter: W(t)=r/rc

Za W= 1, -> k=0  svemir ostaje ravan za sva vremena36
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Parametar gustoće W
• Relacija                                 (Friedmannova jednadžba                         

drugačije  zapisana pokazuje da za slučaj Ω=1, svemir ravan 
(k=0) a budući je k- konstanta, svemir ostaje ravan za sva 
vremena. 

• Ovo vrijedi za bilo koji tip materije u svemiru, a naš svemir 
sadrži različite oblike materije, 

• Ovakav zapis Friedmannove jednadžbe se može koristiti za 
različite tipove materije u svemiru (tvar, zračenje,…)

• Možemo definirati parametar gustoće za član koji opisuje 
zakrivljenost svemir 

• Friedmannova jednadžba se može zapisati u ovom obliku
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of the Universe. Consequently, rather than quote the density of the Universe directly, it is
often useful to quote its value relative to the critical density. This dimensionless quantity
is known as the density parameter 0, defined by

O(t) == .!!..-.
Pc

(6.7)

Again, in general 0 is a function of time, since both P and Pc depend on time. The present
value of the density parameter is denoted 0 0 .

With this new notation, we can rewrite the Friedmann equation in a very useful fonn.
Substituting in for p in equation (6.3) using the definitions I have made, equations (6.4)
and (6.7), leads to

(6.8)

and rearranging gives

(6.9)

We see that the case 0 = 1 is very special, because in that case k must equal zero and since
k is a fixed constant this equation becomes 0 = 1 for all time. That is true independent
of the type of matter we have in the Universe, and this is often called a critical-density
Universe. When 0 i= 1, this form of the Friedmann equation is very useful for analyzing
the evolution of the density, as we will see later in the chapter on inflationary cosmology.

Our Universe contains several different types of matter, and this notation can be used
not just for the total density but also for each individual component of the density, so one
talks of Omat, Orad etc. Some cosmologists even define a 'density parameter' associated
with the curvature term, by writing

k
Ok == -22"'aH

(6.10)

This can be positive or negative, and using it the Friedmann equation can be written as

(6.11 )

We'll return to the observational status of 0 0 in Chapter 9.

6.3 The deceleration parameter qo

As we've discovered, not only is the Universe expanding, but also the rate at which it
is expanding, given by the Hubble parameter, is changing with time. The deceleration
parameter is a way of quantifying this.

Consider a Taylor expansion of the scale factor about the present time. The general
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Parametar usporavanja širenja q0
• Može se definirati parameter usporavanja širenja svemira:  

• Razumna je pretpostavka da se svemir zbog gravitacijskog privlačenja, 
bilo kad svemirom dominira materija bilo zračenje, širi sve sporije i 
sporije.

• Naravno, krenula su mjerenja usporavanja širenja svemira q0. 
• Dvije nezavisne grupe  koristile su udaljene supernova tip Ia

(standardne svijeće) te iz mjerenja njihovog sjaja (udaljenost) i pomaka 
ka crvenom (brzina kojom se udaljavaju) brzine širenja kroz povijest  
svemira …očekuju ći da se svemir širio brže dok je bio mlađi a kako stari 
da se šriri sve sporije i sporije 

• Dvije grupe (Supernova Cosmology Project & High-Z Supernova 
Search Team)  izmjerile ubrzano širenje svemira (qo < 0) a ne 
usporavanje koje su očekivali (1998) !!!???

• Što to još ima u svemiru ? Jedan od najdramatičnijih rezultata opažanja 
svemira!

6.3, THE DECELERATION PARAMETER qo

fonn of this (with dots as always indicating time derivatives) is

1
a(t) = a(to) + a(to) [t - to] + 2'a(to) [t - to]2 +'" .
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(6.12)

Let's divide through by a(to), Then the coefficient of the [t - to] tenn will just be the
present Hubble parameter, and we can write

a(t) qo 2 2-- = 1 + Ho [t - to] - - H o [t - to] + ... ,a(to) 2

which defines the deceleration parameter qo as

(6.13)

(6.14)

The larger the value of qo, the more rapid the deceleration.
The simplest situation is if the Universe is matter dominated, p = O. Remember that

by 'matter' we mean any pressureless material; it could be a collection of elementary
particles, or equally well a collection of galaxies. Then from the acceleration equation
(3.18) and the definition of critical density, equation (6.4), we find

(6.15)

So in this case, a measurement of qo would immediately tell us 0 0 .
If we know the properties of the matter in the Universe, then qo is not independent

of the first two parameters we have discussed, H o and 0 0 , Those two are sufficient to
describe all the possibilities. However, we don't know everything about the material in
the Universe, so qo can provide a new way of looking at the Universe. It can in principle
be measured directly by making observations of objects at very large distances, such as
the numbers of distant galaxies, because the deceleration governs how large the Universe
would be at an earlier time.

Recently, the first convincing measurements of qo have been made by two research
groups studying distant supernovae of a class known as type la, which are believed to be
good standard candles. To widespread surprise, the result is that the Universe appears to be
accelerating at present, qo < 0. 1 None of the cosmological models that we have discussed
so far are capable of satisfying this condition, as can be seen directly from the acceleration
equation (3.18). This result is becoming finnly established, and is amongst the most dra-
matic observational results in modern cosmology. The following chapter discusses how to
extend our simple cosmological models to account for it.

IThe mathematical tools required to analyze such data are beyond the scope of the main body of this book.
but are described in Advanced Topic 2, where the supernova observations are discussed in greater detail.



Opažanje: ubrzano širenje svemira

Brzina kojom se daleke galaksije 
udaljavaju od nas kontinuirano 

raste s vremenom.

Sjaj se smanjuje jer su dalje a
dalje su jer brzina udaljavanjaaraste

Pomak ka crvenom mjeri koliko se 
svemir proširio od kad se SN pojavila 

Uspoređujući promatrani sjaj
supernove s očekivanim sjajem na
temelju crvenog pomaka i
udaljenosti, astronomi su mogli
odrediti koliko se brzo svemir širio
u vrijeme kada je supernova
eksplodirala.

Ono što su otkrili bilo je
iznenađujuće: udaljena supernova
Ia bila je konstantno slabija od
očekivanog, što ukazuje na to da
se stopa širenja svemira s
vremenom ubrzava, a ne usporava
kao što se ranije mislilo.



Kozmološka konstanta/taman energija – još jedan parametar J

§ Einstein “greatest blunder” (najveća glupost) nije vjerovao svojim 
vlastitim jednadžbama. Da je vjerovao otkrio bi da se svemir širi  J!?. 

§ Da osigura statičan svemir uvodi kozmološku konstantu,  L da 
dobije  H=0  ( sva tri člana na desno kad se zbroje dobije se nula) 
Akceleracijska jednadžba s kozmološkom konstantom

§ L može biti pozitivan i negativan
• L > 0  efektivno djeluje kao odbojna sila
• L < 0 efektivno djeluje kao privlačna sila

§ Ako je L > 0 i dovoljno velik može nakon nekog vremena nadvladati 
gravitacijsko privlačenje i učiniti da se svemir ubrzano širi.

H 2 =
8πG
3

ρ −
k
a 2

+
Λ
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Kozmološka konstanta – fluid u svemiru
• Prikladno je opisati kozmološku konstantu kao  fluid čija je gustoća ρΛ

a tlak pΛ

• Definiramo li  gustoću energije za Λ, kao : ρΛ=Λ/(8πG), tada 
Friedmannova jednadžba poprima oblik: 

• Parametar  gustoće za kozmološku konstantu je ΩΛ= ρΛ/ ρc; 
• Koliki je efektivni tlak kozmološke konstante Λ možemo naći ako  

napišemo jednadžbu fluida za Λ:

• Po definiciji ρΛ je konstanta   te  je ρΛ = 0, gornja jednadžba fluida za 
Λ, će biti zadovoljena ako je :                  

• Slijedi: pΛ=-ρΛc2 – tlak kozmološke konstante je negativan (<0)

• Zbog negativnog tlaka kozmološka konstanta  djeluje  kao odbojna 
sila.  Gustoća energije kozmološkog fluida  ostaje konstantna kako se 
svemir širi.
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overcome the gravitational attraction represented by the first term and lead to an accelerat-
ing Universe. It can therefore explain the observed acceleration of the Universe described
in Section 6.3.

In the same way that it is useful to express the density as a fraction of the critical
density, it is convenient to define a density parameter for the cosmological constant as

(7.3)

Although A is a constant, f2Ais not since H varies with time. Repeating the steps used to
write the Friedmann equation in the form of equation (6.9), we then find

k
f2+f2A -1 = 22'aH

The condition to have a flat Universe, k = 0, generalizes to

(7.4)

(7.5)

The usual convention amongst astronomers, which I will follow in this book, is that the
cosmological constant term is not considered to be part of the matter density f2. (Particle
physicists, on the other hand, often include the cosmological constant as one of the compo-
nents of the total density.) The relation between the density parameters and the geometry
now becomes

Open Universe:

FIat Universe:

Closed Universe:

O<!l + f2A < 1.
f2 +!lA = 1.
f2+ f2A > 1.

7.2 Fluid description of A

It is often helpful to describe A as if it were a fluid with energy density PA and pressure
PA. From equation (7.1), we see that the definition

A
PA:=--

8nG

brings the Friedmann equation into the form

8nG k
H 2 = - (p + PA) - - .

3 a2

(7.6)

(7.7)

This definition also ensures that f2A := PAlPc, where Pc is the critical density.
In order to determine the effective pressure corresponding to A, one can seek a defini-

tion so that the acceleration equation with A reduces to its standard form, equation (3.18).
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with P -+ P+PA and p -+ P+PA· More directly, we can consider the fluid equation for A

. a ( PA)PA + 3;: PlI + c2 = o.

Since PA is constant by definition, we must have

(7.8)

(7.9)

The cosmological constant has a negative effective pressure. This means that as the Uni-
verse expands, work is done on the cosmological constant fluid. This permits its energy
density to remain constant even though the volume of the Universe is increasing.

Concerning its physical interpretation, A is sometimes thought of as the energy density
of 'empty' space. In particular, in quantum physics one possible origin is as a type of
'zero-point energy', which remains even if no particles are present, though unfortunately
particle physics theories tend to predict that the cosmological constant is far larger than
observations allow. This discrepancy is known as the cosmological constant problem,
and is one of the key unsolved problems in elementary particle physics.

It may be that the cosmological constant is only a transient phenomenon, which will
disappear in the future. Another possibility, often called quintessence, is that the cosmo-
logical constant is not actually perfectly constant but exhibits slow variation. For instance,
one could assume the quintessence 'fluid' to have equation of state

(7.10)

where w is a constant. The case w = -1 corresponds to a cosmological constant, while
more generally accelerated expansion is possible provided w < -1/3 (you explored some
solutions of this type in Problem 5.3). However in this book I will only consider the case
of a perfect cosmological constant.

7.3 Cosmological models with A
The introduction of A has forced cosmologists to rethink some of the standard lore of
cosmology, as it greatly increases the range of possible behaviours of the Universe. For
instance, it is no longer necessarily true that a closed Universe (k > 0) recollapses, nor
that an open Universe expands forever. In fact, if the cosmological constant is powerful
enough, there need not even be a Big Bang, with the Universe instead beginning in a col-
lapsing phase, followed by a bounce at finite size under the influence of the cosmological
constant (though such models are ruled out by observations). It is also possible to have
a prolonged phase where the Universe remains almost static, known as 'loitering', by ar-
ranging parameters so that the Universe closely approaches the unstable Einstein static
Universe.

As the Hubble parameter only provides an overall scaling factor, a useful way to
parametrize possible models is to focus on the two other parameters, the present densi-
ties of matter and of the cosmological constant. An excellent assumption is to assume the
matter in the present Universe is pressureless. Different models can then be identified by
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lapsing phase, followed by a bounce at finite size under the influence of the cosmological
constant (though such models are ruled out by observations). It is also possible to have
a prolonged phase where the Universe remains almost static, known as 'loitering', by ar-
ranging parameters so that the Universe closely approaches the unstable Einstein static
Universe.

As the Hubble parameter only provides an overall scaling factor, a useful way to
parametrize possible models is to focus on the two other parameters, the present densi-
ties of matter and of the cosmological constant. An excellent assumption is to assume the
matter in the present Universe is pressureless. Different models can then be identified by

= 0



Kozmološka konstanta – tamna energija
• Akceleracijska jednadžba:

• Napišimo akceleracijsku jednadžbu koja uključuje I kozmološku
konstantu opisanu kao fluid gustoće ρΛ i pΛ (pΛ=-ρΛc2 )

• Kozmološka konstanata se intepretrira kao gustoća energije
praznog prostora (vakuuma) – tamna energija, koja doprinosi sve
bržem širenju svemira

&&a
a
= −
4πG
3
(ρ + 3p

c 2
)



Jeli ravan svemir stabilan ?
• Opažanja ukazuju da je praktički  svemir ravan. Kako osigurati 

stabilnost ravnog svemira (k=0) & Ωtot=Ω0+ΩΛ = 1?

• Ako je Ωtot = 1  ostaje takav za sva vremena

• I  kad dominira zračenje i kad dominira tvar,  razlika između Ωtot
i 1 raste s vremenom. 

• Svemir mora imati početni Ωtot vrlo blizu 1,  mora biti jako fino 
podešen da bi tijekom vremena ostao ravan, kao što .  U 
trenutku t=10-10 s (electroweak era)->                            a u 
trenutku t=1013 s (CMB) ->

• Ravni svemir je vrlo nestabilna situacija?! 

Chapter 13

The Inflationary Universe

We now leave the well-established and understood topics in cosmology in order to discuss
something more speculative. The idea in question is cosmological inflation, which was
invented in 1981 and remains a hot research topic in modern cosmology. Inflation is
not a replacement for the Hot Big Bang theory, but rather an extra add-on idea which is
supposed to apply during some very early stage of the Universe's expansion. By the time
the Universe has reached the ages we have already discussed, inflation is supposed to be
long since over and the standard Big Bang evolution restored, in order to preserve the
considerable successes we have already discussed, such as the microwave background and
nucleosynthesis.

13.1 Problems with the Hot Big Bang
Before describing the idea of inflation, I will cover some of the historical motivations
which led to its introduction. They arise from the realization that, despite all its successes,
there remain some unsatisfactory aspects to the Hot Big Bang theory.

13.1.1 The flatness problem
The flatness problem is the easiest one to understand. We have learned that the Universe
possesses a total density ofmaterial, Otot = 0 0 +OA, which is close to the critical density.
Very conservatively, it is known to lie in the range 0.5 ::; Otot ::; 1.5. In terms of geometry,
that means that the Universe is quite close to possessing the flat (Euclidean) geometry.

We have seen that the Friedmann equation can be rewritten as an equation showing
how Otot varies with time. Adding modulus signs to equation (7.4), this is

(13.1 )

We know from this that if Otot is precisely equal to one, then it remains so for all time.
But what if it is not?

Let's consider the situation where we have a conventional Universe (matter or radiation
dominated) where the normal matter is more important than the curvature or cosmological

Ω+Ω
Λ
−1= k

a2H 2

aH 2 ~ t−1 − radiation domination
aH 2 ~ t−2/3 −matter domination

⎧
⎨
⎩

⎫
⎬
⎭
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constant term. Then we can use the solutions ignoring the curvature term, equations (5.15)
and (5.19), to find

So we have

a2H 2 ex r 1

a2H 2 ex r 2 / 3

Intot - 11 ex t
Intot - 11 ex e/3

radiation domination;
matter domination.

radiation domination;
matter domination.

(13.2)

(13.3)

( 13.4)

(13.5)

In either case, the difference between ntot and 1 is an increasing function of time. That
means that the flat geometry is an unstable situation for the Universe; if there is any devi-
ation from it then the Universe will very quickly become more and more curved. Conse-
quently, for the Universe to be so close to flat even at its large present age means that at
very early times it must have been extremely close to the flat geometry.

An alternative way to see this is to remember that the densities of matter and radiation
reduce with expansion as l/a3 and l/a4 respectively. These are both faster reductions
than the curvature term k/ a2 . So if the curvature term is not to totally dominate in the
present Universe, it must have begun much smaller than the other terms.

The equations for Intot - 11 derived above stop being valid once the curvature or
cosmological constant terms are no longer negligible, since we used the a(t) solutions for
the flat geometry to derive them. But they are fine to give us an approximate idea of what
the problem is. For extra ease let's assume that the Universe always has only radiation in
it. Using the equations above, we can ask how close to one the density parameter must
have been at various early times, based on the constraint today (to 4 x 1017 sec).

• At decoupling (t 1013 sec), we need Intot - 11 :::; 10-5 .
• At matter-radiation equality (t :::: 1012 sec), we need Intot - 11 -:; 10-6 .
• At nucleosynthesis (t 1 sec), we need Intot - 11 :::; 10-18

• At the scale of electro-weak symmetry breaking, which corresponds to the earliest
known physics (t 10-12 sec), we need Intot - 11 :::; 10-3°.

Written out in long hand, that means we know that at nUcleosynthesis, an era we are
supposed to understand very well indeed, the density parameter must have lain within
the range 0.999999999999999999 :::; n tot :::; 1.00000oo00000000001!! Out of all the
possible values that it might have had, this seems a very restrictive range. Any other value
would lead to a Universe extremely different to that which we see.

The easiest way out of this dilemma is to suppose that the Universe must have precisely
the critical density. But on the face of it there seems no reason to prefer this choice over
any other. What would be nice would be an explanation of such a value.

Regardless of whether or not we understand the physical origin of these numbers. they
are an observed fact. One useful thing they tell us is that the Universe is very close to
spatial flatness at decoupling and at nucleosynthesis, which means that it is always a good
approximation to set k = 0 in the Friedmann equation when describing those phenomena.
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Infalcija – rješava probleme Bing Banga ! 

§ Alan Guth (1981) predlaže inflaciju (d2a(t)/dt2 > 0 –
eksponencijalno širenje svemira u kratkom 
vremenu, koja  rješeva probleme:
§ Zašto je  svemir  ravan?
§ Problem horizonta?
§ Problem magnetskog monopola?

§ Inflacija gura Ωtot prema 1
§ Inflacija završava  t = 10-34 s
§ Između 10-36 s  10-34 svemir se  proširio  za faktor 1026

§ 1 cm -> 107 Milky way
§ Inflacija predviđa  ravan svemir, Ω+ΩΛ=1
§ Nemamo jasnu fizikalnu sliku što uzrokuje inflaciju
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So when the Universe is dominated by a cosmological constant, the expansion rate of the
Universe is much more dramatic than those we have seen so far.

Mter some amount of time, inflation must come to an end, with the energy in the
cosmological constant being converted into conventional matter. One should think of this
as a decay of the particles acting as the cosmological constant into normal particles. The
Big Bang can then proceed just as before. Provided all this happens when the Universe
was extremely young, none of the successes of the Hot Big Bang model are lost. In
typical models the Universe is extremely young indeed when inflation is supposed to occur,
perhaps around 10-34 sec which is about the time appropriate to the Grand Unification
scale of 1016 GeV - see equation (11.11).

13.3 Solving the Big Bang problems

13.3.1 The flatness problem
Recall that we rewrote the Friedmann equation as

(13.13)

In the Big Bang theory, the problem was that this always increases with time, forcing Otot
away from one.

Inflation reverses this state of affairs, because

a>O ===} :t (a) > 0 ===}
d
dt (aH) > O. (13.14)

So the condition for inflation is precisely that which drives Otot towards one rather than
away from one. In the special case of perfect exponential expansion, the approach is
particularly dramatic

(13.15)

The aim is to use inflation not just to force Otot close to one, but in fact to make it so
extraordinarily close to one that even all the subsequent expansion between the end of
inflation and the present is insufficient to move it away again, as shown in Figure 13.2. In
the next section we'll see how much inflation that entails.

The standard analogy for this solution to the flatness problem is to imagine a balloon
being very rapidly blown up, say to the size of the Sun; its surface would then look flat
to us. The crucial difference inflation introduces compared to the usual Big Bang case is
that the size of the portion of the Universe you can observe, given roughly by the Hubble
length cH- 1 (since H- 1 is roughly the age of the Universe and c the maximum speed).
does not change while this happens. So very quickly you are unable to notice the curvature
of the surface. By contrast, in the Big Bang scenario the distance you can see increases
more quickly than the balloon expands, so you can see more of the curvature as time goes
by.
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OUT Universe

INFLATION

Original small region

Figure 13.3 A schematic iIlustnllion of the inflationary solution to the horizon problem, with
a small iniliallhermalized region blown up 10 OUT emire observable Universe.

13.3.3 Relic particle abundances
The dramatic expansion of the inflationary era dilutes away any unfortunate relic particles,
because their density is reduced by the expansion more quickly than the cosmological
conSlant. Provided enough expansion occurs. this dilution can easily make sure that the
particles are not observable today; in facl, rather less expansion is needed than to solve the
other problems.

One important proviso though is that the decay of the cosmological constant which
ends inflation must not regenerate the troublesome particles again. This means lhat the
temperature which the Universe at after inflation must not be too high. in order 10 make
sure there is no new thennal production.

13.4 How much inflation?
We can use the problem to estimate how much expansion is needed from inflation.
I'll make the following simplifying assumptions, all of which could be relaxed for a bener
calculation.

• InRalion ends at 10-34 sec.

• The inflationary expansion is perfectly exponentiaL

• The Universe is perfectly radiation dominated all the way from the end of inflation
to the present.

• The value oHltot near the start of inflation is not hugely different from one.

• For the sake of argument. assume the value of In,,), - 11 S 0, I.



The radius of our cosmic horizon today is 14 billion lyr (about 1026 m).  
This graph shows the physical size of this region back in time. 

1026 m

soccer ball, <1 m



Inflacija u svemiru & problem horizonta i magnetskog 
monopola

• Problem horizonta: različiti dijelovi svemira koji su jako udaljeni ipak su 
termodinamičkoj ravnoteži (ista temperatura svugdje) iako nije bilo 
dovoljno vremena da se ostvari interakcija.

• GUT teorija predviđa postojanje čestica – magnetskih monopola mase 1016

GeV. Tako masivne čestice su nerelativističke gotovo kroz čitavu povijest 
svemira te bi tvar (ρ～1/a3) trebala dominirati nad zračenjem (ρrad～1/a4) a 
svemirom je dominiralo zračenje najmanje 1000 godina.

• Potraga za monopolima nije urodila plodom  (zanimljivo:  magnetski 
monopol vodi na kvantizaciju električnog naboja)

A�

CERN
�B

Područja A i B nikad nisu bili
a kontaktu a imaju istu temperatu

Zašto?



Kozmološki parametri
Izvor: Planck Collab. 2018 Results VI, Astron. Astrophys. 641, A6 (2020), 
[arXiv:1807.06209] &
https://pdg.lbl.gov/2022/reviews/rpp2022-rev-cosmological-parameters.pdf
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data-sets, BAO being shown in the Table as an example, though most of the constraining power
resides in the CMB data. Similar constraints at lower precision were previously obtained by the
WMAP collaboration.

Table 25.1: Parameter constraints reproduced from Ref. [2] (Table 2,
column 5), with some additional rounding. Both columns assume the
�CDM cosmology with a power-law initial spectrum, no tensors, spatial
flatness, a cosmological constant as dark energy, and the sum of neutrino
masses fixed to 0.06 eV. Above the line are the six parameter combinations
actually fit to the data (◊MC is a measure of the sound horizon at last
scattering); those below the line are derived from these. The first column
uses Planck primary CMB data plus the Planck measurement of CMB
lensing. This column gives our present recommended values. The second
column adds in data from a compilation of BAO measurements described
in Ref. [2]. The perturbation amplitude ∆

2
R (denoted As in the original

paper) is specified at the scale 0.05 Mpc≠1. Uncertainties are shown at
68% confidence.

Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing +BAO

�bh
2 0.02237 ± 0.00015 0.02242 ± 0.00014

�ch2 0.1200 ± 0.0012 0.1193 ± 0.0009
100 ◊MC 1.0409 ± 0.0003 1.0410 ± 0.0003

ns 0.965 ± 0.004 0.966 ± 0.004
· 0.054 ± 0.007 0.056 ± 0.007

ln(1010
∆

2
R) 3.044 ± 0.014 3.047 ± 0.014

h 0.674 ± 0.005 0.677 ± 0.004
‡8 0.811 ± 0.006 0.810 ± 0.006
�m 0.315 ± 0.007 0.311 ± 0.006
�� 0.685 ± 0.007 0.689 ± 0.006

If the assumption of spatial flatness is lifted, it turns out that the primary CMB on its own con-
strains the spatial curvature fairly weakly, due to a parameter degeneracy in the angular-diameter
distance. However, inclusion of other data readily removes this degeneracy. Simply adding the
Planck lensing measurement, and with the assumption that the dark energy is a cosmological
constant, yields a 68% confidence constraint on �tot ©

q
�i + �� = 1.011 ± 0.006 and further

adding BAO makes it 0.9993 ± 0.0019 [2]. Results of this type are normally taken as justifying the
restriction to flat cosmologies.

One derived parameter that is very robust is the age of the Universe, since there is a useful
coincidence that for a flat Universe the position of the first peak is strongly correlated with the
age. The CMB data give 13.797 ± 0.023 Gyr (assuming flatness). This is in good agreement with
the ages of the oldest globular clusters and with radioactive dating.

The baryon density �b is now measured with high accuracy from CMB data alone, and is
consistent with and more precise than the determination from BBN. The value quoted in the
Big-Bang Nucleosynthesis chapter in this volume is �bh

2 = 0.0224 ± 0.0007.
While �� is measured to be non-zero with very high confidence, there is no evidence of evolution

of the dark energy density. As described in the Dark Energy chapter in this volume a combination

11th August, 2022
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